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Visit booth #D301

6 ways to Tame the I.T. Monster at VMworld with HPE
Only HPE offers the broadest portfolio of integrated and certified solutions for VMware
customers that solve the complexities of building and managing hybrid clouds, lower
capex with flexible consumption models, and accelerate DevOps initiatives with a rich
set of API’s and automated workflows.
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Join us at Booth #D301

Explore our VMware integrated offerings that enable you to
build and power your Hybrid Cloud. Discover how HPE Synergy
can take you from bare metal to ESX cluster in minutes. Get up
close and personal with HPE SimpliVity—offering 90% storage
capacity savings and 3 clicks to back-up, restore, and clone VMs.
See the latest HPE Gen10 Servers and learn how our technology
enables the fastest VMware virtual workload performance.
Investigate our intelligent all-flash solutions from Nimble and
3PAR. Learn how HPE GreenLake consumption based delivery
can reduce CapEx.
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Meet our I.T monster tamers

We’ve gathered HPE’s best and brightest in the VMware
community, and are making them available to you in our in booth
and in our theater. Complex challenge? Upcoming project?
Bring it!
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Stay for a theater session—win prizes

Our theater will be hopping! 14 different theater presentations will
rotate over 3 days covering the topics that matter most to you. Prizes
after each session. See the full schedule on our event website.
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Delve into some timely Hybrid IT
topics at our HPE Breakout Sessions

Learn how HPE can make Hybrid IT simple with our VMware
integrated solutions. HPE experts deliver daily sessions, Tuesday
through Thursday. See the complete catalog here.
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Engage with our Executives & Experts

Schedule a meeting online or in-person at our booth to engage with
some of the best and brightest thinkers in our industry.
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Have some FUN!

Grab a T-Shirt, cup of coffee and have some fun learning how to
tame the I.T. Monster throughout our booth. Tweet about it and we’ll
give you prize just for participating! #hpe #vmworld
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